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Foreword

European Foundation of Human Rights is a newly establish fundation in Vilnius
and is a reaction to the hiperinflation of human rights and minoroty rights violation and
abuse as well as attempts in Lithuania. Especially, which is surprisingly, after Lithuania
had become an EU Member.
European Foundation of Human Rights aims notable at:
1)

Conducting educational and reseach initiatives on human rightsrelated issues;

2)

Protecting the interests of socially marginalized groups, promoting gender equality and
national minorities;

3)

Promoting human rights as the fundation for a proper fuctioning of the state and the
society;

4)

Strengthening of communitie‘s respect for dignity and human rights;

5)

Promoting human rights protection;

6)

Fostering innovative solutions in the areas of social life, especially in protecting the
rights and freedoms of a human being and citizen;

7)

Supporting the overall development of society, especially social activities, ICT, cultural,
scientific and educational development of democracy;

8)

Development and strengthening of attitudes aiming at an active contribution to the
development of civil society;

9)

Promotion of cultural and economic approximation of the peoples of Europe;

10)

Initiating, supporting and carrying out activities aimed at acquiring knowledge and
skills to enable individuals to perform the functions of social and professional;

11)

Supporting our overall guidance citizens with particular emphasis on free of charge
legal assistance to individuals and legal entities.
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Background
1) Since 9 December 1998 Lithuania has been bound by the mechanism of the
International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
(thereinafter – ICERD). It is worth mentionng that Lithuania decided not to make any
declarations or reservations. Hoewever, Lithuania has not yet ratified the Article 14 of
the Convention. Thereofer it has not recognisd the Cmmittee on the Elimination of
Racial Discrimination (thereinafter – Committee) to receive and consider
communications from individuals or groups of individuals within its jurisdiction.
2) Lithuania submitted its initial report (CERD/C/369/Add.2) under Article 9 of the
CERD in 2000. It was considered by the Committee at its 1497th and 1498th meetings
(CERD/C/SR.1497 and 1498), on 5 and 6 March 2002, and at its 1520th meeting
(CERD/C/SR.1520), on 21 March 2002, the Committee adopted the concluding
observations (CERD/C/60/CO/8).
3) Lithuania submitted its second and third periodic reports (CERD/C/461/Add.2) under
Article 9 of the ICERD in 2004. It was considered by the Committee at its 1733rd and
1734th meetings (CERD/C/SR.1733 and 1734), held on 21 and 22 February 2006. At
its 1753rd meeting (CERD/C/SR.1753), held on 7 March 2006, the Committee
adopted the concluding observations (CERD/C/LTU/CO/3).
4) Lithuania’s fourth and fifth periodic report submitted in 2010 covers the period of
2004 – 2010 and is presently before the Committee for consideration.
5) On February 2011 the Human Rights Monitoring Institute in Vilnius submitted the
Alternative Report on the occasion of Lithuania‘s Fourth and Fifth Periodic Reports
under the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination. It was stressed that „Lithuania is characterized by a low level of
human rights awareness among decision-makers, public servants, judiciary, media and
population, in general. The state has yet to develop an efficient institutional and legal
framework for the protection of human rights in Lithuania“1.
6) The aim of this Report is to uderline, that the European Foundation of Human Rights
identifies itselve with the arguments and statements of the Alternative Report
presented by the Human Rights Monitoring Institute in Vilnius. On the other hand, the
European Foundation of Human Rights would like to provide the Committee on the
Elimination of Racial Discrimination with additional information on the
implementation of certain Committee‘s recommendations, and to highlight current
debate on the national minorities rights and the level of its‘ protection.

1

Alterative Report prepared for the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination on the occasion of its review of
Lithuania‘s Fourth and Fifth Periodic Reports under the International Convention of the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination, Human Rights Monitoring Institute, February 2011, p. 4.
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I.Implementation of Committee‘s Concerns and Recommendations in the
context of additional Issues of Concern
1.1.

Recommendation No. 9 and the right to exist and to be recognized

9. The Committee notes with concern the lack of adequate data relating to the ethnic
composition of the population. It further notes that this may constitute an obstacle to the
assessment of progress towards the elimination of discrimination based on race, colour,
descent, or national or ethnic origin.
The Committee requests the State party to provide in its next periodic report updated specific
information on the ethnic composition of its population. The Committee also requests a
clarification on the distinction, as envisaged in the new draft law amending the Law on
National Minorities, between “ethnic” minorities or groups, and “national” minorities.
The EFHR wellcomes the information subbmitted by HRMI in its Alternative Report on
the issue of Recommendation No. 9 and would like to pay attention to the fact, that according
to Article 1 of the Lithuanian Law on the State Language2 „This law shall regulate the use of
the state language in public life of Lithuania, protection and control of the state language,
and the responsibility for violations of the Law on the State Language. The Law shall not
regulate unofficial communication of the population and the language of events of religious
communities as well as persons, belonging to ethnic communities. Other laws of the Republic
of Lithuania and legal acts adopted by the Seimas of the Republic of Lithuania shall
guarantee the right of persons, belonging to ethnic communities, to foster their language,
culture and customs”.
This formulation explicitly excludes therefore its applicability towards those belonging
to national minorities. Despite this the Lithuanian courts (including the Supreme
Administrative Court) used to invoke the Law on the State Language, while ignoring the
provisions of the Law on National Minorities – the lex specialis3. Unfortunately hitherto, from
1 January 2010 (the date the Law on National Minorities expired), there are no legal provision
specifically regulating rights of national minorities. Head of local administrations are
repeatedly fined by the State Language Inspection for spelling street names in Polish
(pleading on the Article 17 of the Law on the State Language: “In the Republic of Lithuania
public signs shall be in the state language“). Just recently the main justification of the State
Language Inspectorate for imposing fines on person belonging to a minority for using them
minority language has been the non-existance of the Law on National Minorities. It has to be
underlined that with the expiration of this Act Lithuania has violate international law,
foremost the Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities.
1.2. Recommendation No. 10 and the right to the court
10. The Committee is concerned that the Convention has never been applied by the Courts,
despite its direct applicability in domestic law (art. 2).

2

The Republic of Lithuania Law on the State Language, 31 January 1995, No. I-779 (as last amended on 13 June 2002, No.
IX-954).
3
Decision No. A-261-997/2009, Lithuanian Supreme Administrative Court; Decision No. A-756-152/2009, Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania.
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The Committee recommends that the relevant authorities provide, as soon as possible,
adequate training to judges and lawyers to ensure that they are aware of the content and the
direct applicability of the Convention in domestic law.
On the 6th January, 2011, the European Court of Human Rights has ruled that Lithuania
violated an article on free elections in ECHR when bared former President Rolandas Paksas
from running for Lithuanian Seimas after he had been ousted from power in 20044. Mr.
Paksas was impeached and removed from office as president after the Lithuanian
Constitutional Court found that he had abused his position5. Despite the judgement of the
Strasbourg court,which is binding. However, no legal steps had been undertaken in order to
implement the judgment. In addition, the Constitutional Court of Lithuania in its declaration
of 10 January 2011 stated that in such a case, where international law is not compatible with
the Constitution of Lithuania, the Constitution wouled need to be changed.
1.3. Recommendation No. 12 and the right to maintain and develop its‘ characteristics
12. The Committee remains concerned that racist and xenophobic incidents and
discriminatory attitudes towards ethnic minorities are still encountered in the country,
including expressions of racial hatred by politicians and the media (art. 2 and 4).
The Committee encourages the State party to continue to combat prejudice and xenophobic
stereotyping, especially in the media, and to fight prejudice and discriminatory attitudes. It
reiterates its recommendation to the State party to comply with its obligation under article 4
(a) of the Convention to combat effectively such phenomena. In this context, the Committee
recommends that the State party introduce in its criminal law a provision that makes
committing an offence with a racist motivation or ai an aggravating circumstance allowing for
a more severe punishment.
The EFHR wellcomes the information subbmitted by HRMI in its Alternative Report on
the issue of Recommendation No. 12, especially the ebservation that the public comments
inciting hate or fostering negative attitude towards racial/ethnic and religiuos minorities
remains to be a serious problem. Many examples can be found in Internet, as well us some in
Lithuanian political life. E.g. the political party „Jaunoji Lietuva“ (Young Lithuania) during
its racist and homophobic election campaign in municipal elections in February 2011 used a
following slogan „For a Lithuania without Blue, Black, Red, and Gypsies from the
Encampment“6. During last election the party won 4 seats (of 41) in Kaunas municipal
council.
Problem with instruments guaranteeing human rights and fundamental freedoms as well
as those pohibiting discrimination in Lithuania was noted at the european level. On 14
4

CASE OF PAKSAS v. LITHUANIA (Application no. 34932/04) STRASBOURG, 6 January 2011,
http://cmiskp.echr.coe.int/tkp197/view.asp?action=html&documentId=879540&portal=hbkm&source=externalbydocnumber
&table=F69A27FD8FB86142BF01C1166DEA398649
5
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-12126217
6
http://www.ilgaeurope.org/home/guide/country_by_country/lithuania/the_racist_and_homophobic_election_campaign_of_young_lithuania
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September 2009 the European Parliament adopted a resolution on the Lithuanian Law on the
Protection of Minors against the Detrimental Effect of Public Information7, which Lithuanian
Parliament approved on 14 July 2009 (the draft is not yet in force8). Under this law it will be
prohibited „to directly disseminate to minors (...) public information whereby homosexual,
bisexual or polygamous relations are promoted“, because it has „a detrimental effect on the
development of minors“. On 16 December 2010, the Lithuanian Parliament postponed a vote
on amendments to the Code of Administrative Offences to punish the „public promotion of
homosexual relations“ with fines between 2.000 and 10.000 litas (580-2.900 euros). On 19
January 2011 the European Parliament adopted a resolution on violation of freedom of
expression and discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation in Lithuania9 and called the
Lithuanian Seimas to reject the draft amendments. The EP warned Lithuania not to be
„homophobic“ and not to ignore the principle of subsidiarity10.
In his letter to Speaker of the Seimas I. Degutiene dated 9 December 2009,
Commissioner for Human Rights T. Hammarberg expressed his concern on this legislative
proposals, which in his view discriminates people with a homosexual or bisexual
orientation11. In his opinion the draft provisions violate the European Convention on Human
Rights and in particular the right to the freedom of assembly and association, the right to
freedom of expression, and the right to be free from discrimination.
In 2010, in Lithuania, there were 168 criminal investigations opened related to
violations against the principles of equality and freedom of conscience, including 8 on the
incitement of hatred against Roma, 6 - Jews, 3 - Poles, 2 - Russians, 1 - on religious grounds,
other concerned homosexuals. As many as 160 of the above criminal acts were committed on
the Internet. One of the main sites on which those comments are posted is the portal Delfi,
which has never been held accountable for its practice. 12
In August 2010 “Lietuvos Rytas”, one of the biggest daily newspapers in Lithuania,
posted on its website an interview with the mayor of the Vilnius Local District, who belongs
to the Polish minority. One of the comments posted to this articled called for killing her.
Despite a request of the mayor the state attorney decided not to follow up the potential treat to
a representative of a minority13.
For the period 2006-2008 there has been only 23 people (2006. - 8, 2007. - 9, 2008. –
5) detained for racist acts. In most of the cases the punishments was a fine.14
First District Court of Vilnius ruled that everyone has the right to speak out his
thoughts without legal consequences. The case concerned a comment posted on a website
7

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?language=EN&reference=RC-B7-0026/2009
http://www3.lrs.lt/pls/inter2/dokpaieska.showdoc_l?p_id=345108
9
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+TA+P7-TA-20110019+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN&language=EN
10
http://www.europeandignitywatch.org/day-to-day/detail/article/european-parliament-warns-lithuania-not-to-behomophobic.html
11
http://mailattachment.googleusercontent.com/attachment?ui=2&ik=7ceb255214&view=att&th=12e7068c7e03aae3&attid=0.4&disp=inl
ine&safe=1&zw&saduie=AG9B_P9Y9xlguNLPP6kjk0Cv0f5P&sadet=1299011417801&sads=0FzriZUsHwx99OF6ZCd5A
mUT4po
12
W roku 2008 – 140 postępowań, w roku 2009 – 51 postępowanie // Sprawozdania z działalności Wydziału Dochodzeń
Specjalnych Prokuratury Generalnej Republiki Litewskiej http://www.prokuraturos.lt/nbspnbspNusikaltimaižmoniškumui/tabid/221/Default.aspx
13
http://m.lrytas.lt/-12816141951280772175-vilniaus-rajono-mer%C4%97-m-rekst-ne-savivaldyb%C4%97-kalta-kadsusiklost%C4%97-tokia-istorin%C4%97-situacija.htm
14
http://www.delfi.lt/news/daily/lithuania/article.php?id=16995866
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stating that “let those skinheads roll over the gypsies rolling stock, at least the there would be
less drugs and there would be more good”.15

II. The current debate on Ethnic minorities
Article 5: „In compliance with the fundamental obligations laid down in article 2 of this
Convention, States Parties undertake to prohibit and to eliminate racial discrimination in all
its forms and to guarantee the right of everyone, without distinction as to race, colour, or
national or ethnic origin, to equality before the law (...)“
The Prime Minister of Lithuania A. Kubilius in his interview for Russian-language
weekly „Ekspress Nedelia“ (25.02.2011) said, that were only 10.000 Poles in Lithuania.
According to the data submitted by Lithuanian Statistic Department there lived 201,500 Poles
in Lithuania in the beginning of 201016. Concequantly showing the attitude of the main
institutional bodies towards minoroities.
The Polish minority in Lithuania is denied to use Polish language in public. The use of
minoroty language, in arease where they constitute up to 80% is being persecuted. There have
been administrative fines imposed. It should be underlined that the cases metioned below
concern bilingual and not unilingual inscriptions. In all cases Polish inscriptions are placed
next/below to the Lithuanian one, in smaller letters, and only in areas inhabited by persons
belonging to national minorities traditionally or in substantial numbers.
1) The Director of the Administration of the county Šalčininkai was punished by the State
Language Inspectorate with fines between 400 and 1200 LTL17 (115 EUR and 346 EUR
for not removing the Lithuanian-Polish street plates;
2) Director of the Administration of Vilnius district was punished by the State Language
Inspectorate with a 400 LTL fine (115 EUR) for not removing Lithuanian-Polish street
plates which had been put on private properties, on the initiative and costs of the owner,
in this district.
3) Director of a transport company „Irzimas“ was punished by the same Lithuanian
institution for placing bilingual bus route plates on the company busses (1200 LTL =
346 EUR);
4) A fine of 450 LTL (130 EUR) was imposed on a Director of an another transport
company;
5) There was also a 450 LTL (130 EUR) fine imposed on a owner of a small local shop in
Avižėnai for placing abilingual sign „shop“ (450 litas).

The problem of the marginalization of the issues of national minorities appears even in
the interpretation of the history. In November 2010 in a column for a weekly newspaper
15

http://www.lrytas.lt/-11805602341178251927-e-jennings-%C5%A1okiravo-rasistiniai-i%C5%A1puoliai.htm

16

http://db1.stat.gov.lt/statbank/selectvarval/saveselections.asp?MainTable=M3010215&PLanguage=1&TableStyle=&Buttons
=&PXSId=3236&IQY=&TC=&ST=ST&rvar0=&rvar1=&rvar2=&rvar3=&rvar4=&rvar5=&rvar6=&rvar7=&rvar8=&rvar9
=&rvar10=&rvar11=&rvar12=&rvar13=&rvar14=
17
The exchange rate for 1 EUR is fixed at around 3,46 LTL
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„Veidas“, one of Lithuania's largest and most popular, historian and on that time an advisor in
the Ministry for Internal Affiars Dr Petras Stankeras wrote that the holocaust was a "legend"
and that the Nuremberg trial was "the biggest legal farce in history"18. The ambassadors of
Britain, France, Sweden, Norway, Estonia, Holland and Finland sent a joint letter of protest to
the Lithuanian government and president in which they expressed their outrage at the
publication and the fact that there "have been no public or official condemnation of Mr
Stankeras's views". The Ambassador of Poland sent a separate open letter as a protest19. In
addtion, In February 2011 over 20 MPs and academics called on Lithuania to stop antiSemitism and reverse a court decision declaring the swastika part of the country’s “historic
legacy,” thereby allowing its use by anti-Semites at political rallies. Moeover, the signatories
call on the government in Vilnius to tackle anti-Semitism in the media, following headlines
accusing “the Jews” of expropriating money from the country, and castigate it for failing to
investigate and prosecute those responsible for anti-Semitic acts.20
The hate speech (inter alia by creating a negative image of a minority group; calls to
prevent the settlement of an ethnic group in a certain region; alluding to disproportionate
representation in government bodies and educational institutions) is tolerated and even
encouraged in Lithuania. For example the most popular Internet news site Delfi encourages its
readers to send examples of billingual, Polish and Lithuanian, signes suggesting that placing
them in public was an „illegal“ procedure21. Moreover, the administration of the website
thanked for feedback and providing potos with examples. It praised a reader, who published a
picture of an information sign in Polish and Lithuanian on the Grandmother Day at a small
florist22.
The hate speech goes often with negative immage of the national minorities. E. g. on 26
January 2010 the Lithuanian news website Delfi.lt informed about a suspected rape of a child
in an orphange. It was underlined, that the suspect was a member of the Polish Democratic
Party23.
In his letter to Lithuanian Prime Minister A. Kubilius dated 9 December 2009 Mr T.
Hammarberg, Council of Europe Commissioner for Human Rights expressed his concern
about the fact that „no solution has yet been found on the modalities of transcribing the
surnames and first names of persons belonging to national minorities (particular the Poles) in
passports“24. He also stressed the meaning of official recogniton of the names and surnames in
the minority language.
18

"It is also important that during the Nurnberg Trial the legend about six million supposedly murdered Jews acquired a
legal basis, even though the court did not have a single document signed by A. Hitler concerning the extermination of Jews
(this document, if it ever existed, has not been found to this day, although a million dollar reward has been promised)," the
column said. http://www.baltictimes.com/news/articles/27422/
19
http://www.monstersandcritics.com/news/europe/news/article_1601491.php/European-ambassadors-protest-LithuanianHolocaust-denial
20
http://www.jpost.com/LandedPages/PrintArticle.aspx?id=207275
21

http://anonymouse.ru/newmouse2/browse.php?u=Oi8vcGlsaWV0aXMuZGVsZmkubHQvbmV3cy9sZW5raXNraS11enJhc2
FpLWlyLXZpbG5pYXVzLXItc2F2aXZhbGR5YmVqZS5kP2lkPTQxMDI0MzY1&b=5
22

http://anonymouse.ru/newmouse2/browse.php?u=Oi8vcGlsaWV0aXMuZGVsZmkubHQvbmV3cy9sZW5raXNraS11enJhc2
FpLWlyLXByZWt5Ym9zLWNlbnRyZS5kP2lkPTQxMTQ3NzAz&b=5
23
http://www.delfi.lt/news/daily/crime/labdara-uzsiimantis-socialinis-pedagogas-teisiamas-del-6-metesprievartavimo.d?id=41284261
24
http://mailattachment.googleusercontent.com/attachment?ui=2&ik=7ceb255214&view=att&th=12e7068c7e03aae3&attid=0.3&disp=inl
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Main expression used in comments to articles having a nationalistic character is the
need for a „depolonization“ of Lithuania25. Usually national minorities and their demands are
presented as threat to Lithuania. It is stressed that they should not be entitled to certain
rights26. Moreover, politicians that publicly call for protecting Lithuanian national minorities
are punished by national institutions. One of the examples would be Mr V. Tomaševski, a
Member of the European Parliament and leader of the Electoral Action of Poles in Lithuania.
In January 2010, the Ethics Commission stated that the public behaviour of Valdemar
Tomaševski 'does not show respect for an individual person and the state, justice, do not
increase confidence in the state and its institutions'. The Lithuanian Chief Official Ethics
Commission adopted a decision publicly admonishing Member of the European Parliament V.
Tomaševski on the basis of the Code of Conduct.The decision refered to a speech Mr
Tomaševski's gave during the meetings with Jose Manuel Barroso, the President of the
European Commission, and Jerzy Buzek, the President of the European Parliament. There he
expressed his concern on the discrimination of Poles in Lithuania 27. The European Parliament
in its resolution on 6 July 2010 condemned this decision of Lithuanian authorities and called
on the European Commission to intervene with the Lithuanian authorities in order to enforce
European Union law and, if necessary, to initiate a Union law infringement procedure under
Article 258 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union28.
In October 2010 Mr Justinas Karosas, a member of the Lithuania Parliament and Vice
president of the foreign affairs committee, stated that those Polse who were not satisfied with
their situationin Lithuania were free to go to Poland.29 No one in Lithuania has condemned
this view.
In February 2011 Mr Vollebæk Knut, High Commissioner of the Organization for
Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) on National Minorities has sent two of his
advisers: Vincent de Graaf and Jennifer Croft, to inquire about the real situation of national
minorities in Lithuania. For that reason mostly representatives of national minorities were
consulted.30
The freedom of media, as the fourth power, is widely recognized in a democratic
society. However, looking at these two examples below, where a newspaper of national
minorities is being harassed by national institutions, including the Security Service. The aim
of such practice is to intimidate the minorities.
In November 2006, the main Polish language Lithuanian newspaper, in "Kurier
Wileński" reprinted a sections of a scientific publication of Dr. Krzysztof Buchowski entitled
"How did Pole perceive Lithuanian in between World Wars”, which originally was delivered
at an international conference of historian at the Vilnius University only one month before.
ine&safe=1&zw&saduie=AG9B_P9Y9xlguNLPP6kjk0Cv0f5P&sadet=1299011413887&sads=sIwi79IsHzf3BsQHGRp5oaDhms
25
http://alkas.lt/2011/02/21/k-garsva-lenkai-kas-jus-kursto-pries-lietuva/
26
http://www.delfi.lt/news/balsuok2011/politikoakimis/alavris-kodel-ginamos-mazumu-teises-pazeidziant-kituteises.d?id=42257903
http://alkas.lt/2011/01/24/g-visockas-vilniaus-ir-salcininku-rajonuose-lenkija-kuria-anklava/
27
http://www.awpl.lt/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=88:przewodniczcy-awpl-wygra-w-sdzie-z-komisjetyki&catid=42:aktualia&Itemid=59&lang=en
28
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+TA+P7-TA-2010-0252+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN
29
http://kurierwilenski.lt/2010/10/19/„polen-raus”/
30
http://kurierwilenski.lt/2011/02/24/obwe-zaniepokojone-sytuacja-polakow-na-litwie/
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Only 3 months later, shortly before local elections had to take place the Lithuanian TVprogram "Savaitės komentarai" on the TV3 station "informing that the Polish daily newspaper
was sparking national conflicts between Lithuanians and Poles. Few months later the
Lithuanian Commission on Ethics of Journalists and Publishers decided that this newspaper
unethically and, in fact, did commit crime of sparking nationality-based conflicts31. The case
is pending in the court.
In March 2010 “Kurier wileński” received a request from the Department of Homeland
Security, signed by the Deputy Director Alvydas Kunigėlisa, for IP addresses of five authors
of six comments to two online publications. None of these comments could be seen as illegal.
Three of them stated facts on the situation of the Polish minorities in Lithuania. The
newspaper citing the press law, refused to provide the information. Since then there has not
been any follow up from the Department.

31

http://verslas.delfi.lt/Media/kurier-willenski-uz-lietuviu-juodinima-zurnalistu-etikos-sargu-kirtis.d?id=12561787 and
http://verslas.delfi.lt/Media/lietuvius-juodinanti-straipsni-isspausdines-kurier-wilenski-savo-nuomone-ketina-gintiteisme.d?id=12731505
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